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001. MDC Youth Assembly President Solomon Madzore was denied bail for the 

second time.  
 
The purpose of bail is to allow an accused person to enjoy his freedoms pending the 
finalization of the case against him. In a proper judicial system the rights of the people 
are guaranteed and protected from abuse.  
 
There is no doubt that President Madzore’s case is a good example of how the judicial 
system is so archaic and still tainted by an authoritarian value system where 
democracy and human rights have no place.  
 
The judicial system should not remain stuck in the dark days of the past. If the 
grundnorm changes; the judiciary must be seen to be adapting to the changing 
environment or risk losing respect and legitimacy.  
 
President Madzore has a very porous case against him. The prosecution has totally 
abandoned its role to deliver justice to the nation. They have descended into the dust 
of the arena fighting for incarceration and sabotaging justice at all costs.  
 
It is clear that justice has been overtaken by politics in our country. Instead of wooing 
the electorate and addressing the needs of the people, ZANU-PF has turned itself into 
a “mafia” that survives through manipulating state institutions.  
 
We have said it and we will repeat it again that, the behavior of the prosecution in this 
case is clear testimony that there is another third hand pulling strings from behind the 
scenes.  
 
The whole criminal case against President Madzore is a ZANU-PF ploy to 
incapacitate and silence the firebrand youth leader and weaken the MDC Youth 
Assembly.  
 
We urge young people to remain resolute and united towards a free, democratic and 
prosperous Zimbabwe.  
 
Young people should meditate this important question from the Right Honorable 
Prime Minister Morgan Tsvangirai: “I[n]…a story of the democratic struggle and the 
various trials and tribulations we face in the struggle for that objective. How do you 
fight a dictatorship using democratic means — without necessarily resorting to 
violence, without necessarily resorting to unorthodox means?”  
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We challenge young people to look around and ask themselves whether Facebook 
and Twitter will give them freedom or rather; whether Facebook and Twitter should not 
come after freedom. No people have gained freedom on Facebook so far, more so in 
our part of the world where the dictators don’t have Facebook accounts.  
 
"With hindsight, I can see now that people-power alone can be an insufficient 
instrument for an effective power transfer. As long as a possibility exists for deep 
political subversion, both the people and the process must be right in order to achieve 
a desired goal. Change must be visible; change requires national ownership; change 
must have a meaning." (At the Deep End Morgan Tsvangirai pg 63).  
 
It is no mistake that the Herald newspaper online carried the heading “SOLOMON 
MADZORE DENIED BAIL”, as early as Thursday last week. This cannot be simple 
media antics by a court reporter. We have reason to believe that the paper had more 
information than available through the court process.  
 
You cannot stretch your arms in exercise of freedom unless you create the space 
necessary for that exercise. We have received food aid, but we have never heard 
about freedom aid.  
 
Let’s finish it!!! 
 
For and on Behalf of the Zimbabwe diaspora 
Driven by Pride, Determination and Resilience! 
Together to the End ... Building a Youth with a Difference! 

 
 
 
 
 


